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Disclaimer

● This presentation has been prepared for general information purposes only and has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. 
Any party who is in any doubt about the investment to which these slides relate should consult an authorised person specialising in advising on investments of the kind referred to in these slides.

● Hydrocarbon prices and exchange rates remain volatile.

● The presentation is not and should not be considered as an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities in Mosman, or as an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to 
those securities.  No agreement to subscribe for securities in Mosman will be entered into on the basis of this presentation.

● This presentation (and oral statements made regarding the subjects of this presentation) contains forward-looking statements. These are statements, other than statements of historical fact, that give 
current expectations or forecasts of future events and activities; the Company’s ability to successfully effect those strategies and the expected timing thereof and results therefrom; production growth 
estimates, resource estimates and potential resource estimates;  and ability to fulfill that outlook; expectations regarding future economic and market conditions and their effects on the Company; the 
Company's  budget; the Company’s future capital budget reduction estimates;  business activity plans; the Company’s financial position, liquidity and capital resources; and production guidance and 
the drivers thereof.

● Due care and attention has been taken in the preparation of this presentation. However, the information contained in this presentation (other than as specifically stated) has not been independently 
verified or audited and does not purport to cover all matters that may be relevant for the purposes of considering whether or not to make any prospective investment.  Accordingly, the company does 
not warrant or represent that the information contained in this presentation is accurate or complete. To the fullest extent permitted by law, no liability, however arising, will be accepted by Mosman or 
it’s directors, officers or advisers, for the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the presentation.

● Some or all of the information contained in this Presentation (and any other information which may be provided) may be inside information relating to the securities of Mosman within the meaning of 
the Criminal Justice Act 1993 (the "CJA") and the Market Abuse Regulation (EU/596/2014) ("MAR"). Recipients of this information shall not disclose any of this information to another person or use this 
information or any other information to deal, or to recommend or induce another person to deal in the securities of Mosman (or to attempt to do so). Recipients of this information shall ensure that 
they comply or any person to whom they disclose any of this information complies with this paragraph and also MAR. The term "deal" is to be construed in accordance with the CJA and MAR. 
Recipients of this Presentation should not therefore deal in any way in ordinary shares in the capital of Mosman (the "Ordinary Shares") except and until to the extent such matters have been made 
public through the issue of a press announcement, or any other document announcing such information (as appropriate). Dealing in Ordinary Shares in advance of this date may result in civil and/or 
criminal liability.

● The Presentation is confidential and shall not be copied, published, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part, to any other person, for any purpose at any time.  The information contained in the 
Presentation is not intended to be viewed by, or distributed or passed on (directly or indirectly) to, and should not be acted upon by any class of person other than (i) qualified investors (within the 
meaning of the Prospectus Directive 2003/71/EC) and (ii) investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) and high net worth companies, unincorporated associations and partnerships and trustees 
of high value trusts falling within Article 49(2) respectively of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (or persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully 
communicated) (together "Relevant Persons").  Persons who are not Relevant Persons should not attend the Presentation or rely on or act upon the matters communicated at the Presentation. 

● The Presentation does not constitute an admission document, prospectus or listing particulars relating to Mosman; it has not been approved by the London Stock Exchange plc or the Financial 
Conduct Authority, nor does it constitute or form part of any offer, invitation, inducement or commitment to, sell, issue, or any solicitation of any such offer or invitation to subscribe for, underwrite or 
buy, any shares in Mosman or any of its affiliates to any person in any jurisdiction, nor shall it nor any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, or act 
as any inducement to enter into any contract or investment decision in relation thereto.

● The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe 
any such requirements or restrictions.  Any such distribution could result in a violation of the law of such jurisdictions.  Neither this document nor any copy of it should be distributed, directly or 
indirectly, by any means (including electronic transmission) to any persons with addresses in the United States of America (or any of its territories or possessions) (together, the "US"), Australia, 
Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa or distributed to the US, Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa or to any national, 
citizen or resident thereof or any corporation, partnership or other entity created or organised under the laws thereof, or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may 
lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory requirement. 

● The securities referred to in this presentation have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the "US Securities Act") or under any securities laws of any 
state or other jurisdiction of the US and may not be offered, sold, resold, taken up, exercised, renounced, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, within the US, Australia, Canada, Japan, the 
Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa, or to, or for the account or benefit of, any person with a registered address in, or who is resident or ordinarily resident in, or a citizen of, the US, 
Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US 
Securities Act and/or any other applicable securities laws.

● By accepting the Presentation, you agree to be bound by these limitations and restrictions.
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Mosman Oil and Gas is an Australian Company

shares traded on AIM market in London  (AIM:MSMN)

The strategic objective is to acquire and operate opportunities which provide operating cash 

flow and have development upside, together with exploration in areas with high potential.

Business Model

● Conventional Oil and Gas Exploration, Development and Production

● Focus on Production and re-development assets in the USA 

● Exploration for Hydrocarbon, helium & hydrogen in Central Australia

Progress

● Acquisitions and 100% drilling success has delivered strong production growth in USA

● Exploration in Australia continues with positive results from a recent gravity survey and basement modelling 

study described in this presentation

Production assets in Texas & Oklahoma Exploration assets in Australia
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Current
USA

Projects

PRODUCING 

Project Location
Approx Working 

Interest

Falcon (Falcon-1 well) Texas 75%

Stanley (various wells) Texas 34.85% to 38.5%

Livingston Texas 20%

Winters Texas
29% Winters-1
23% Winters-2

Greater Stanley

Arkoma Stacked Pay

Texas

Oklahoma

40%

27% (held for sale)

UNDEVELOPED

Project Location
Approx Working 

Interest

Galaxie Texas 85%

Cinnabar Texas 100% (85% after JV)

4

4

Mosman holds interests in 5 producing and 2 undeveloped oil assets in Texas

Stanley Project (deep leases)

100% success in 4 new 

production wells

Greater 

Stanley Project

Livingstone Project 

(shallow leases)

Winters Project 

Production well 

driiled 2021

MOG Producing Assets, East Texas
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Australia

Amadeus Basin 
Exploration 

Projects
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Amadeus Basin 
Northern 
Territory 
Australia

• Proven hydrocarbon basin with 30+ years of oil and gas production, relatively underexplored

• Opportunities for multiple stacked plays including TCF sized subsalt prospects

• Proven naturally occurring Helium and Hydrogen opportunities in addition to hydrocarbons, 

Helium % at Mt Kitty-1, and Magee-1 are some of the highest worldwide 

• New infrastructure and access to markets on the east coast of Australia have significantly 

improved the economic viability of discoveries in the basin

Amadeus Basin, NT, Central Australia. Hydrocarbons, helium and hydrogen exploration.

EP145 (100%) gravity survey commencing July 2021

EPA155 (100%) subject to farmout to Georgina Energy
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Amadeus Basin 

Recent & Future
Drilling Activity 

(CTP, Annual report 2021)

Amadeus Basin, NT, Central Australia. Hydrocarbons, helium and hydrogen 

exploration.

EP145 (100%) gravity survey commencing July 2021

EPA155 (100%) subject to farmout to Georgina Energy

Seismic 

Drilling

Exploration activity in the Amadeus basin has increased significantly in the last 5 years with 

the opening of the Northern Gas Pipeline making major projects commercially attractive

• Low cost appraisal targets at Palm Valley, Dingo, Orange & Ooraminna Fields

• Development of Stairway sandstones at Mereenie, 2021 

• Drilling of potential oil target at Surprise Field 

• Dukas-1, drilled 2019 targeting pre salt Heavitree play – target not reached for technical reasons. Follow 

up drilling planned

• Multiple 2D seismic projects planned across the basin for 2022, including MOG permit



EP 145 Highlights (MOG 100%, Operator)

● Mosman 100% operator of EP145 in the Amadeus Basin 

● EP145 was acquired by Mosman in 2014

● Located on trend with Mereenie & Palm Valley producing fields

● Proven petroleum resources in the Pacoota Sandstone – 2 wells drilled 

in the permit (1980’s); both encountered gas but sub optimally located

● Significant unrisked prospective conventional and unconventional 

resources identified by independent expert (SRK)

8

EP145 

100% MOG
2 wells – Gas discovery 

at West Walker-1

Mereenie oil & 

gas Field
Palm Valley 

Gas Field

Exploration 
EP145

Amadeus 
Basin
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Proven 
Hydrocarbon 

Play
EP145

Proven hydrocarbon play in EP145 within Ordovician Pacoota

Sandstones which comprise the main producing interval in the 

Mereenie & Palm Valley Fields

Observations from Fieldwork and drilling in other parts of the 

basin support potential for additional untested targets in the 

permit 

• Basal Stokes Siltstone – untested slump & channel sandstones 

associated with submarine canyon development 

• Upper Stairway Sandstone: Shallow marine sandstones, focus of 

development drilling at Mereenie (Well WM28, Central Petroleum 2021) 

• Horn Valley Siltstone: proven source rock across the basin & 

excellent seal for underlying Pacoota Sst. Potential unconventional 

resource
Outcropping Pacoota Sandstone (MOG 2017)



Exploration 
EP145

Amadeus 
Basin
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Structural Comparison of Walker Antcline (EP145) and Mereenie Oil and Gas Field 

• 20+ years production from the Pacoota Sandstones at 

Mereenie

• Stacked reservoir targets - Successful appraisal well drilled in 

2021 to test the potential of the overlying Stairway Sandstone

• Walker anticline >30km in length

• Structural trapping style analogous to Mereenie, 

relatively simple 4-way dip closure

Mereenie Oil & Gas Field

(Reprocessed Seismic, 2018)
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Exploration 
EP145

Recent Activity

Gravity Data acquisition & Modelling

• Airborne Falcon® Gravity & Gradiometry survey acquired by Mosman over the entire permit (2021)

• New gravity model constructed over the permit based on new and regional data sets has improved 

structural and stratigraphic modelling

• Gravity Model supports targets at multiple levels in EP145 in the Palaeozoic and Neoproterozoic

Map derived from regional gravity data Map derived from new gravity data

Gravity Model illustrating NW-SE basement high in EP145



Exploration 

EP145

Recent Activity

High Resolution Basement Modelling 

● project incorporates gravity, magnetic and seismic data from regional and permit specific 

data sets  to upgrade the geological model (September 2021)

● New data revealed a NW-SE basement high analogous to gas and helium prospects 

identified in other areas of the Amadeus Basin 

● Reactivated basement faults provide migration pathway for helium from a basement source

12

OZSEEBASE® Map (2021) MOG updated SEEBASE ® Map (2021)

Basement High

EP145 SEEBASE Update (Geognostics 2021)



Amadeus Basin

Helium & 
Hydrogen 
Potential
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Onshore & offshore Australian basins, 

including the Amadeus basin, NT contain 

significant untapped helium and hydrogen 

potential

Helium

● Used in a variety of high technology fields 

including defence, medicine & manufacturing

● A by-product of LNG production, commercially 

extracted at the Darwin LNG plant

● Current demand for Helium far exceeds supply 

and is expected to increase

Hydrogen

● An alternative “green” energy source

● Hydrogen occurs naturally in the Amadeus 

basin, trapped within crystalline basement 

Helium sampled by Geoscience Australia 
(Boreham et al. 2018, APPEA)

High levels of Helium 

encountered in the 

Amadeus Basin

Darwin LNG 

Processing Plant



Amadeus Basin

Helium & 
Hydrogen Play
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Play Element Amadeus Basin Potential

Helium & Hydrogen Source Fractured granitic basement & arkosic sediments provide source of 

radiogenic elements,  

Seal Thick evaporites of the Gillen Fm deposited across the basin successfully 

seal He and H2 at Mt Kitty-1 and Magee-1

Reservoir Heavitree Fm (Magee-1) & fractured basement (Mt Kitty-1) contain high % 

of He &  H2  (upto 9% & 11% respectively)

Trap Reactivated basement involved structures

Charge Very old basin with low geothermal gradient, ideal for He conversion to gas

Granitic Basement

Evaporite Seal rock

Schematic Model illustrating Subsalt Helium Play

Few wells in the Amadeus Basin have penetrated the subsalt interval, 

most are located the Southern Amadeus

Source

Reservoir

Seal

Petermann Unconformity



Amadeus Basin 

Helium & 
Hydrogen Play 

● Naturally occurring trapped Hydrogen and Helium discovered in the Southern Amadeus 

basin, wells contain some of the highest percentages worldwide

● Large instrusive bodies which source Hydrogen and Helium are distributed throughout 

the basin and present within and adjacent to EP145

● TCF sized hydrocarbon prospects with additional Helium & Hydrogen potential mapped 

within the basin (Zevon, & Dukas) which are targeted for drilling in 2023 (CTP, 2021)
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EP145: Basement Composition & potential Helium & 

hydrogen migration (Geognostics 2021)

Intrusives

Mt Kitty-1 

9% He

11.5% H2

Magee-1

6.2% He

0.03% H2

Areas of high 

potential for Helium

EP145Zevon

Dukas

Play Map for Helium & Hydrogen, 



EP145

Planned Activity

● Play Risk Analysis: to re-evaluate distribution of source, reservoir and seal facies at multiple 

play levels over the entire permit including reinterpretation of existing seismic data

● Sacred Site Clearance Survey to be conducted by Central Land Council (Nov 2021) – required 

for seismic project

● 2D seismic acquisition planned for 2022

● MOG has raised capital to fund  seismic and is open to farmout to fund future drilling

16

All existing 2D seismic 

has been reprocessed 

using modern technology

Area of planned 2D 

Seismic (2022)

Exploration is focused on improving our geological understanding of the permit through 

acquisition of new data and re evaluation of existing datasets inlight of new research



Exploration

EPA155

EPA 155 Highlights 

● EPA155 located between producing 

Mereenie and Surprise Oil and Gas fields

● 2 wells drilled, MT Winters-1 & 2 (2A), on 

sparse seismic grid. Both wells 

encountered oil in suboptimal locations.

● Stacked pay opportunities identified, 

including helium potential in identified 

large basement structure

● Mosman has 100% WI that will reduce to 

30% when farmin work completed.

Planned Activity 2021/22

● Permit award pending field trip by Central 

Land Council - delayed by Covid-19. New 

dates set for early 2022

● Seismic reprocessing and reinterpretation 

proposed following permit award
17

Surprise Field

Mereenie Field

EPA155
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● Mosman continues to deliver increasing 

production in USA through drilling & 

acquisition of new projects 

● High exploration potential including Helium 

and Hydrogen exploration opportunities in 

the Amadeus basin, Australia 

Conclusion 

Registered Office:
Suite 305, Level 3
35 Lime Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Email: 
Executive Chairman jwbarr@mosmanoilandgas.com
Technical Director acarroll@mosmanoilandgas.com

mailto:jwbarr@mosmanoilandgas.com
mailto:acarroll@mosmanoilandgas.com

